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Introduction  

This article attempts to explain the unique experience 

in combating SARS COVID-19 of a country that is 

sitting regally in the Asian subcontinent and being 

seventh largest nation in the world by area wise and 

known for its rich legacy and splendid past, gifted with 

the optimum natural resources, India is home for 1.38 

billion people slightly lower than the World Bank's 

estimate of 1.4 billion for China. Nevertheless, India 

will transform into the most populous country in 2023, 

yes you heard it right! India already outperformed 

China this year and assessed to have 2.9 to 5 million 

population according to World Population Review 

though yearly people advancement has tracked down 

the center worth of 1.2% beginning around 2011, 

diverged from 1.7 percent over the course of the last 

ten years.1 

In India the principal instance of COVID-19 was 

accounted for on January 27, 2020 Kerala. A 20 years 

old individual introduced to the Emergency Department 

in General Hospital, Thrissur, Kerala, with a one-day 

history of dry cough and sore throat. There was no set 

of experiences of fever, rhinitis or windedness but with 

a travel history from Wuhan city, China, on January 

23, 2020 to Kerala. Neither visit to the Huanan 

Seafood Wholesale Market nor coming into contact 

with any infected person was reported. Nonetheless, 

encountered people with respiratory signs in railroad 

station and train from Wuhan to Kunming (M.A. 

Andrews et.al), suggestive of local area spread of 

SARS COVID-2 by then.2 

 

Obliviousness 

In the early months of the pandemic, India saw more 

discussions on monetary awkward nature, underhanded 

organizations and finger pointing individuals, blame 

game politics which had just lead to public disorder as 

opposed to confronting emergency. Various thoughts 

on pandemic disease and activities taken by the 

administering bodies affected the wellbeing conduct of 

the people and networks.  

Indian political forerunners trying to feature as 

defenders of general wellbeing or in an attempt to 

conceal their obliviousness offered expressions in 

administrative gatherings or before media that drove  
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Figure 1. Line Graphs Depicting Peak COVID-19 Cases and Deaths Due to COVID-19 

 
public activities and wellbeing practices.3-5 Unfortunately, 

the ability, chances & impetus to affect behavior for 

counteraction is totally disregarded by governance. 

There was an endeavor to battle the pandemic through 

a legislative approach which had its own result, the 

power abuse in utilizing health services and other day-

to-day services. This lead public to doubt on medical 

services framework, caused apprehension about death, 

felt stigmatized, concealed side effects through home 

cures and over the counter drugs. 

 

Denial & Deaths 

In the midst of Corona virus pandemic Indian public 

frequently denied recognizing the source of infectivity 

they procured either because of the unawareness or 

dread of negative repercussion from relatives or 

society.6 The idea of counter action is forgotten by the 

Indian public in the stir of reality in discovering beds 

and clinical oxygen supply, moving from a preventive 

plan to remedial way. Perhaps the fear of the illness 

mounted on people in general so as the dread of death 

making them to disregard the reasons for sickness 

spread, consequently more turmoil is made. Despite the 

fact that India is assorted socially Indians yet joined by 

their ceremonies independent of position and religion 

however with colossal varieties of intellectual abilities 

and socioeconomic status, the exceptionally key idea 

of counteraction is hard to contact each individual 

except if there is an essential program by overseer, 

after all any preventive program should come up 

considering capacity and opportunity and inspiration of 

the general population, sadly this viewpoint is never 

considered by the policy makers. Indian public expect 

direction from leaders when an emergency happens 

which is all around reflected in the primary rush of 

pandemic who strongly assented with leader of the 

nation to adhere to the lock-down rules and with feeling 

of pride submitted to the solicitation made by pioneer 

to show appreciation for health care professionals.4 In 

2021 during the peak time of pandemic, country each 

day insights uncovered three hundred thousand cases in 

a length of 24 hours with uncertain number of people 

losing life, the thought for controlling the subsequent 

flood was not uncovered unequivocally by central and 

some state specialists pushing public to bedlam. It is 

difficult to answer for the question, unfortunately the 

number of individuals passed on in view of SARS-

Cov-2 pandemic is obscure since the response depends 

on the information accessible and how you characterize. 

The WHO gauge of COVID deaths in India is 10-times 

the authority count. Many individuals who died with 

SARS-Cov-2 are never tested for it and certain 

individuals whose deaths have been attributed to 

SARS-Cov-2 had different diseases that could have  
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Figure 2. Courtesy of Graphs- Dr. Lakshmi Priyanka Samba, Post graduate student in Public Health Dentistry, SIBAR Institute of 

Dental Sciences 

 

taken their lives on a comparable time period at any 

rate.7-9 Indian medical Association advocated for the 

repeal of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) on life-saving 

medications and a reorientation of health administration. 

 

Blowing Whistle Blowers 

With tremendous fondness towards individual or 

common political philosophies and bias towards their 

ideological groups, frequently the fact of the matter is 

misjudged or ignored making administrators to take 

care of themselves.10-14 With cases documented on 

individuals who alert the conditions, the circumstance 

was cornered with sources fearing their arrest. 

 

The Pandemic Fatigue 

Public being exhausted with dread of Corona went on 

with their social activities paying little mind to the 

danger, suitably ignoring the rising of cases. Individuals 

have restricted mental assets for poise; we have every 

one of the components draining discretion. This was 

outside our wheelhouse as far as how we regularly 

manage discretion and self-guideline practices. In the 

event that there is a solid public message, individuals 

may be more open to restricting their practices. 

Rummaging research and news has become a typical 

lifestyle for public looking for authentic purposes 

behind Corona sickness.4 

The Social Context of the Disease Ignored 

Health cannot be isolated from social context, the 

social well-being is well recognized concept of health 

by public health specialists, while the concept failed to 

reach the public which is very much reflected in ebb 

and flow situation. Indian public overlooked the social 

setting of the sickness and continued with their social 

exercises disregarding the exceptionally essential 

“social distance” in anticipation of spread of SARS 

COVID-2 for social prosperity. The public failed to 

evaluate the risk of spread among individuals and 

organizations free of their informational status and 

continued to indulge in scenarios that risk SARS-CoV-

2 transmission.15 

 

How the Pandemic Spread was Facilitated?  

Individuals who are fixated on every day domestic 

schedule risked helpers into house who considers 

Corona contamination as infection that happens to just 

upper social class presented serious danger to the 

proprietor family just as their own. A specialist who 

considered jab as hazard free risked social connection 

without mask. The cash exchanges in business 

networks cleared a path for Corona virus passage into 
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the houses that ignored preventive protocols. NRI's 

who visited India after their jabs received amidst 

pandemic contracted infection from matured guardians 

who are upheld by helpers at home left country with 

indications intentionally and accidentally. Real estate 

professionals in urgent endeavor to defeat the obligation 

got themselves in hazard by reaching different 

financial backers. Senior doctors who are passionate 

about their services took no notice of mild symptoms 

of Corona, posed a serious threat in spreading. While 

medicine and moon shine outlets have become a piece 

of fundamentals, one for people in general and the 

other for the public authority to create pay, jams before 

these outlets caused fear. Alcohol shops have become a 

center point for mass social occasions making frenzy 

and spread of infection where inebriated individuals 

are disregarding preventive measures.16-21  

Youth who disregarded preventive measures in 

shopping centers, cafes, and cinema halls acted as a 

source of spread to relatives, family members and 

friends and their families. Entrepreneurs whose interest 

is to ascend social ladder continued going to board 

gatherings, gambling Corona transmission and the 

most overlooked aspect is people who were visiting 

health facilities for laboratory examinations, inoculation 

and as chaperon were infected from patients and 

asymptomatic carriers. 

 

Pandemic as an Opportunity 

While greater part of the medical care professionals 

are whole heartedly working for the public risking their 

lives a fraction of health care individuals were trying to 

make a quick business out of crisis pushing public towards 

negativity on health care and health professionals.20,21 

According to the IMA, the government covered the 

horridness of medical doctors and other health care 

workers  during Covid .Anyway, the data organized by 

the IMA shows, something like 382 experts have 

passed on in the pandemic as a result of COVID.22 

 

India Capacity and Current Scenario 

By mid-October 2021, India accomplished an 

achievement. Utilizing three antibodies: the privately 

created Covishield and Covaxin and the Russian-made 

Sputnik V, India had effectively directed in excess of a 

billion Coronavirus jabs since the inoculation program 

started on 16 January 2021. Apart from those, 

CorBEvax and Covovax are being used in the country. 

With 44,916,539 SARS Cov-19 cases (Last updated: 

May 4th 2023, 02:23 GMT) India stands second around 

the world when considered accord in total record 

(https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/).8,18 The 

complete vaccine doses controlled per 100 populations 

as on morning of 04th May, 2023 are 155.71 (total 

doses so far 220, 66, 73,435).23 As of today India 

stands second in cumulative cases and third in deaths 

due to SARS-Cov-19 next only to the USA and Brazil 

and followed by the Russian Federation, Mexico, 

United Kingdom, Peru, and Italy. Anyway there is 

colossal contrast concerning India in terms of size, 

thickness of the populace with these nations.8 For some, 

the numbers show up as annihilating simultaneously as 

a control center as far as its populace. Dissimilar to in 

certain nations where there is an unfavorable disposition 

towards preventive practices some Indian public cold 

conduct towards preventive convention is simply due 

absence of capacity and opportunity. 

 

Discussion 

Public risk behavior is a combination of different 

situations where institutional chances, individual 

options and optimism bias play a role however strong 

institutional guidance can overcome individual risk 

behavior and optimism bias which is well reflected in 

phase one measures that are been instructed in this 

country to overcome pandemic.4 

This pandemic uncovered dissimilarity in all walks of 

life, from fundamental clinical consideration structure 

to acquisition of basic domestic necessities. The situation 

revealed the alleged "creative countries" tremendous 

contrasts in conveniences and there by their consideration 

towards their public. Those wellbeing instruction 

models created by the western creators might not have 

reached to the personalities of their own kin mirroring 

a helpless general wellbeing artistic expertise of western 

world. 

Getting hazard and how it is seen is an essential step 

toward making projects and missions to bring issues to 

light and make individuals and communities more 

secure, after all hazard insight or the capacity to 

discern risk is attached to change resistance.  

India's efforts to combat the feared resurgence of 

COVID-19, which China, South Korea, Mexico, USA 

and Japan have already witnessed, are gaining importance 

though at this point of time India seems to be at an ease 

on SARS COVID-19. Perhaps the result of confidence 

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
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gained by its own unique experiences in dealing with 

SARS COVID-19 after witnessing the rampage caused 

by the virus for nearly three years.24-26 

The way that India had the option to carry out an 

enormous Corona virus immunization drive covering a 

large number of individuals on time on 16 January 

2021 highlights Runciman's perception (The Confidence 

Trap), “democracies are bad at avoiding emergencies, 

they are good at recovering from them”.18,27 As far as 

wellbeing security pandemic readiness and limit, India 

is positioned 57th out of 195 nations. Its score of 46.5 

was over the worldwide normal of 40.2, yet much 

lower than Asian companions, Indonesia and Thailand 

which had scores of 56.6 and 73.2 respectively. India 

scores high on interchanges with medical services 

laborers during a general wellbeing crisis, exchange 

and travel limitations, research facility frameworks, 

inoculation, and financial versatility.19 

The motto behind writing down this article is that 

with insensibility and absence of chances and capacities 

public around me were surrendered to this pandemic, 

myself being attacked in 2021 May with Delta variant 

(guess so, based on time period) managed without 

much of a stretch with domiciliary therapy in spite of 

its earnestness, which was conceivable with help of 

clinical individuals in the family, following careful 

instructions, and with self-guidance. Unfortunately, not 

larger parts are honored with such help and mental 

abilities. Henceforth I need to bring to the public that 

raising one's own abilities, looking for open doors and 

having an inspiration there by moving towards 

anticipation are the vital requirements for each person 

and communities in the prevention of disease. 
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